Innovation in Neurosurgery: The Concept of Cognitive Mapping.
In recent years, advances in cortical-subcortical mapping, intraoperative neurophysiology, and neuropsychology have increased the ability to remove intrinsic brain tumors, expanding indications and maximizing the extent of resection. This has provided a significant improvement in progression-free survival, time of malignant transformation (in low-grade gliomas), and overall survival. Although current techniques enable preservation of language and motor functions during surgery, the maintenance of a complex set of functions defined with the term cognition is not always achievable. Cognition is defined as every neural process underlying a high human function and includes motor haptic and visuospatial functions, memory, social interactions, empathy, and emotions. In this regard, an extensive preoperative and postoperative neuropsychological evaluation is strongly suggested to assess cognitive impairment due to tumor growth, to assess surgical result, and to plan cognitive rehabilitation. This article discusses the main recent innovations introduced for cognitive mapping with the aim to preserve cognitive functions, which are essential to maintain a high quality of life.